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In a runoff election, the second round of voting must be performed to elect an absolute-
majority winner when no candidate receives more than 50% of the votes in the ®rst round of
voting. Many states, such as France, Portugal, and Russia, have adopted this type of voting
systems to elect their Presidents. In this paper, an unlinkably divisible and intention
attachable ticket scheme is designed for runoff elections. A ticket in our scheme is composed
of a main vote and a spare vote. The main vote containing some voter's intention can be
extracted from the ticket for the ®rst round of voting. If the second round of voting is
required, the tally center enables the spare votes such that each voter can derive a spare vote
from his ticket. A voter can then attach his intention to his spare vote for the second round of
voting and, especially, the spare vote cannot be linked to the main vote by the tally center.

# 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd
1. Introduction

Electronic voting makes it possible for voters to submit their votes to the tally
center through communication networks. Compared to the traditional election
systems, the technique of electronic voting shortens the time consumed by the
election activities [13].

An anonymous electronic election protocol contains two types of participants, a
tally center and a group of voters, and the protocol has three stages, i.e.,
initialization, registration, and voting. At the initialization stage, the tally center
publishes some necessary information, such as the subject of the election and the list
of candidates, for the election. At the registration stage, the voters are identi®ed by
the tally center through some secure identi®cation mechanisms [15,22], and then
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each identi®ed voter obtains a vote with his intention for the election from the center
by performing a secure blind signature protocol [3,6,9] between the voter and the
center. At the voting stage, the voters submit their votes to the center through
anonymous channels [5,7], and then, after receiving these votes, the center veri®es
and publishes them.

Typically, the candidate which receives the highest votes among all of the
candidates is the winner of the election. This is called a relative-plurality election. In
an absolute-majority election system, the winner must receive more than 50% of the
votes in the election. Runoff elections are usually adopted to decide the winner in an
absolute-majority election system [4]. In a runoff election, if an absolute-majority
winner has been elected in the ®rst round of voting, then the voting process
terminates; otherwise the second round of voting must be performed to decide
the exact winner from the two candidates who have received the highest votes
among all of the candidates in the ®rst round of voting. Many states, such as Austria,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Finland, France, Madagascar, Mali,
Mozambique, Poland, Portugal, and Russia, have adopted the runoff election
systems to elect their Presidents.

Ideally, the electronic voting protocols for runoff elections should possess the
following properties:

1. One-round registration. In a runoff election, the second round of voting is
usually performed shortly after the ®rst round of voting when necessary. Re-
registration actions for the second round of voting seem to be redundant since
they are just performed in the same group of voters for the ®rst round of voting.
The cost of re-registration is usually high in a large-scale election. Hence, the
unnecessary redundant re-registration for the second round of voting should be
removed from the runoff election.

2. Spare-votes enability. To avoid some possible abuses of the spare votes for the
second round of voting, such as the voters submit them to the center for the ®rst
round of voting, ideally, these spare votes for the second voting should not be
enabled until they are really needed. In a runoff election, voters cannot obtain
their spare votes until the second round of voting is about to be performed. This is
the spare-votes enability property.

3. Votes unlinkability. In a runoff election, there are two sets V1 and V2 of votes
where V1 consists of all votes for the ®rst voting and V2 contains all votes for the
second voting. For privacy consideration, given any two votes v1 [ V1 and v2 [
V2, (v1, v2) can be the two votes of any voter for the two rounds of voting from
the center's point of view, that is, all of the votes in Vi for each i [ {1, 2} are
equally-likely form the center's point of view. This is called the votes
unlinkability property in runoff elections.

In this paper, we propose an unlinkably divisible and intention attachable voting
ticket scheme for runoff elections. In the scheme each identi®ed voter can obtain an
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unlinkably dividable and intention attachable ticket (UDIA-ticket) from the center at
the registration stage of the election. A UDIA-ticket is composed of a main vote and
a spare vote. The main vote containing some voter's intention for the election can be
extracted from the ticket and it is submitted to the tally center in the ®rst round of
voting. The spare vote contains all possible intentions of the voter for the possible
second round of voting. If the second round of voting is required, the center enables
the spare votes such that the voter can derive a spare vote from his ticket, and then
the voter just needs to attach his intention to his spare vote and submits it to the
center without the second round of registration. Because of two candidates only,
an absolute-majority winner can be elected in the second round of voting. In
the proposed scheme the center cannot know the exact correspondence between
the main vote and the spare vote derived from the same ticket. This is the votes
unlinkability property.

This paper focuses on the unlinkable division of the tickets and the intention
attachability of the spare votes for runoff elections. To simplify the presentation, we
adopt a basic anonymous election protocol which possesses the tally correctness and
anonymity properties to explain our idea. There are some other properties, such as
receipt freeness [2], fairness [10], open objection [20], and so on, of anonymous
electronic election protocols which have been discussed in the literature. Certainly,
they are also interesting research topics to consider these properties in runoff
elections. However, they are beyond the scope of the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review some fundamental
techniques related to the research in Section 2. In Section 3, an anonymous
electronic election scheme tailored for runoff elections is presented, and the security
of the scheme is examined in Section 4. Finally, we make a conclusion of this paper
in Section 5.

2. Preliminary

In this section, we brie¯y review some related techniques for anonymous electronic
elections. Three underlying techniques are usually adopted to build an anonymous
electronic election protocol, that is, secure identi®cation schemes [15,22], blind
signatures [3,6,9,12,16,17], and anonymous channels [5,7]. First, an identi®cation
scheme is always used to identify voters in an electronic election system
through computers and communication networks [15,22]. In addition, due to the
unforgeability and the unlinkability properties, blind signatures are the key
techniques to digitalize votes and to cut off the link between each published vote
and the instance of the registration protocol producing that vote [3,6,9,12,16,17].
Finally, anonymous channels or untraceable electronic mails can protect the voters'
identities when sending their votes to the tally center in most of the electronic
election schemes proposed in the literatures [5,7].
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2.1 A typical anonymous electronic election scheme

In the subsection, we present a typical anonymous electronic election protocol based
on Chaum's blind signature scheme [6]. The protocol consists of three stages,
initialization, registration, and voting, and the details are described as follows.

1. Initialization. Initially, the tally center randomly selects two distinct large primes
p1 and p2, and then computes n� p1p2 and f(n)� ( p1ÿ 1)( p2ÿ 1). The center
chooses two large integers e and d at random such that ed� 1 (mod f(n)). Thus,
it publishes (e, n) and the necessary information, such as the subject of the
election and the list of candidates, of this election. In addition, let H be a public
one-way hash function [8,18,23].

2. Registration. At the registration stage, the center identi®es voters through an
identi®cation protocol [15,22]. Each identi®ed voter chooses a message m which
contains his own intention of the election, and randomly selects an integer r in Z�n
which is the set of all positive integers less than and relatively prime to n. The
voter submits a� (reH(m) mod n) to the center. After receiving a, the center sends
t� (ad mod n) to the voter. After receiving t, the voter performs the unblinding
process to obtain s� (rÿ1t mod n). The tuple (m, s) is a vote of the voter.

3. Voting. At the voting stage, the voter submits his vote (m, s) to the center through
an anonymous channel [5,7].k The center veri®es the vote by checking if

se:H�m��mod n� �1�

and then it publishes (m, s). In addition, the center publishes all of the other votes
received from the other voters, and computes the result of the election.

Owing to the unlinkability property of Chaum's blind signature scheme [6] and
the anonymity of sender untraceable channels [5,7], given a vote (m, s), it is
computationally infeasible for the center to derive the identity of its owner in the
election protocol.

2.2 A straight-forward solution for runoff elections

If the second round of voting is required in a runoff election, we can repeat the
entire election processes again. A straight-forward solution to deal with a runoff
election is described below.

1. Initialization. The tally center publishes the necessary information, such as the
subject of the election, the list of candidates, and the public keys of the center,
of an election.
k It is usually assumed that each registered voter has to submit his vote to the center in a typical
anonymous electronic election protocol.
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2. Registration. Voters are identi®ed by the tally center, and then each identi®ed
voter obtains a blinded vote with his intention for the election from the center.

3. Voting. Voters unblind their blinded votes and submit their votes to the center by
anonymous channels. After receiving all of the votes, the center computes and
publishes the result of the election. If there is an absolute-majority winner, then
the protocol terminates.

4. Re-registration. The tally center identi®es all of the voters again, and then each
identi®ed voter obtains a blinded vote with his intention for the second round of
voting from the center.

5. Re-voting. Voters unblind their blinded votes obtained at the re-registration
stage and submit their votes to the center by anonymous channels. After
receiving all of the votes, the center computes and publishes the result of the
second round of voting.

In the protocol, the tally center cannot link the two votes together of any voter for
the two rounds of voting because they are produced by two independent rounds of
registration, respectively. This is the votes unlinkability property. Besides, it
satis®es the spare-votes enability property, but it does not satisfy the one-round
registration property.

2.3 An intention attachable ticket scheme for runoff elections

In a typical electronic voting protocol, such as the scheme of Section 2.1, the voters
have to decide their intentions and put them in the messages before they submit the
messages to the tally center for registration. If the voters can put their intentions in
their votes after they receive the blinded votes from the center at the registration
stage, then the votes are said to be intention attachable.

In [11], we have proposed an election protocol for runoff elections with only one
round of registration. Instead of embedding a voter's intention into his vote at the
registration stage in an election protocol, we design an intention attachable ticket
(IA-ticket) such that each voter can attach his intention to his voting ticket after
the registration stage of the election protocol. The intention attachability property is
one of the key techniques for performing a runoff election by only one registration
stage. We brie¯y review the proposed scheme of [11] below.

1. Initialization. The tally center selects two distinct large primes p1 and p2 at
random. It computes n� p1p2 and f(n)� ( p1ÿ 1)( p2ÿ 1). The center randomly
chooses two large integers e and d such that ed� 1 (modf(n)). Then, it publishes
(e, n) and other necessary information of this election. Let k be the possibly
maximal amount of candidates, say k� 100, and these candidates are numbered
from 1 to k. In addition, F, G, and H are three public one-way hash functions
[8,18,23]. Let Fi(w)�F(Fiÿ1(w)) and Gi( y)�G(Giÿ1( y)) for each input w and y,
where i is a positive integer, F 0(w)�w, and G 0( y)� y. We de®ne that
wi�Fkÿi(w) and yi�Gkÿi( y) for each input w and y where i [ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
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2. Registration. At the registration stage, the center identi®es each voter through an
identi®cation protocol. Each identi®ed voter chooses a message m1 containing his
intention of the election. The voter then randomly chooses three integers r, w,
and y, and computes d� (Fk(w) jjGk(y)) and a� (reH(m1 jj d) mod n), where jj is
the string concatenation operator. The voter submits a to the center. After
receiving a, the center derives t� (ad mod n) and sends t to the voter. After
receiving t, the voter computes s� (rÿ1t mod n). The 4-tuple (m1, s, w, y) is an
IA-ticket of the voter.

3. Voting. At the voting stage, the voter submits his vote (m1, s, d) to the center
through an anonymous channel. The center veri®es the vote by checking if

se:H�m1 jj d��mod n� �2�

and then publishes (m1, s, d). In addition, the center publishes all of the other
votes, and computes the result of the election. If there is an absolute-majority
winner, then the protocol terminates.

4. Re-voting. If the second round of voting is required, each voter just needs to
perform another round of voting without an extra round of registration. First, the
voter determines his intention m2 [ {1, 2, . . . , k} for the re-voting stage. Then
the voter computes wm2

� Fkÿm2�w� and ykÿm2
� Gm2�y�, and sends his vote

(m2, s,wm2
, ykÿm2

� to the center through an anonymous channel. After receiving
the 4-tuple, the center veri®es it by checking if

se:H�m1 jjFm2�wm2
� jjGkÿm2�ykÿm2

���mod n�: �3�

Finally, the center publishes all of the votes it receives at the stage, and publishes
the result of the re-voting.

The election protocol can perform the second round of voting without an extra
registration stage. However, if the re-voting stage of the protocol is performed, one
can link the voter's intention m1 at the voting stage to the voter's intention m2 at the
re-voting stage after both of them are published. It turns out that the votes
unlinkability property is not satis®ed in the election protocol.

2.4 An enhanced intention attachable ticket scheme for runoff elections

In this subsection we propose a simple enhanced version of the election protocol
shown in Section 2.3 to cut off the link between the two intentions m1 and m2 of
a voter. We describe it below.

1. Initialization. The tally center selects four distinct large primes p1, p2, p3, and p4

at random. It computes n1� p1p2 and n2� p3p4. The center randomly chooses
four distinct large integers e1, e2, d1, and d2 such that e1d1� 1
(mod ( p1ÿ 1)( p2ÿ 1)) and e2d2� 1 (mod ( p3ÿ 1)( p4ÿ 1)). It then publishes
(e1, e2, n1, n2) and the necessary information of this election. Let k be the possibly
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maximal amount of candidates, and these candidates are numbered from 1 to k. In
addition, F, G, and H are three public one-way hash functions.

2. Registration. At the registration stage, the center identi®es voters, and each iden-
ti®ed voter chooses m1 containing his intention of the election. The voter then
randomly chooses four integers r1, r2, w, and y, and computes a1 � �re1

1 H�m1�
mod n1), d�H(Fk(w) jjGk(y)), and a2 � �re2

2 dmod n2�. The voter submits
(a1, a2) to the center. After receiving (a1, a2), the center derives t1 �
�ad1

1 mod n1� and t2 � �ad2
2 mod n2�, and sends (t1, t2) to the voter. After receiving

(t1, t2), the voter computes s1 � �rÿ11 t1 mod n1� and s2 � �rÿ12 t2 mod n2�.
3. Voting. At the voting stage, the voter submits his vote (m1, s1) to the center

through an anonymous channel. The center veri®es the vote by checking if

se1
1 :H�m1��mod n1� �4�

and then publishes (m1, s1). In addition, the center publishes all of the other valid
votes, and computes the result of the election. If there is an absolute-majority
winner, then the protocol terminates.

4. Re-voting. The voter determines his intention m2 [ {1, 2, . . . , k} for the re-voting
stage. Then the voter computes wm2

� Fkÿm2�w� and ykÿm2
� Gm2�y�, and sends

his spare vote �m2, s2,wm2
, ykÿm2

� to the center through an anonymous channel.
After receiving the 4-tuple, the center veri®es it by checking if

se2
2 :H�Fm2�wm2

� jjGkÿm2�ykÿm2
���mod n2�: �5�

Finally, the center publishes all of the valid spare votes it receives at the stage,
and computes the result of the re-voting stage.

The election protocol performs only one round of registration, too. Also, it is
computationally infeasible for anyone else to derive the link between the main vote
(m1, s1) and the spare vote �m2, s2,wm2

, ykÿm2
� of a voter when both of them are

published. However, the protocol of Section 2.4 does not satisfy the spare-votes
enability property.

3. A UDIA-ticket scheme for runoff elections

In an electronic runoff election system, a voting ticket issued by the center consists of
the message and the signature parts where the former contains the intentions of a voter
and the latter is the center's signature on the message part. If the message part m of a
voting ticket can be divided into m1 and m2 and the corresponding signature part s can
be divided into s1 and s2 by performing some computations such that (m1, s1) and
(m2, s2) are two valid votes for the two rounds of voting, respectively, and s, s1, and s2

are of the same size, then the voting ticket is divisible. Furthermore, if it also satis®es
the votes unlinkability property, then the voting ticket is unlinkably divisible.

In this section, we present an electronic election protocol with UDIA-tickets. The
protocol requires only one round of registration, and satis®es both the votes
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unlinkability and spare-votes enability properties for runoff elections. The proposed
protocol contains four stages shown below.

1. Initialization. The tally center publishes the necessary information, such as the
subject of the election, the list of candidates, and the public keys of the center, of
the election.

2. Registration. The voters are identi®ed by the tally center, and then each
identi®ed voter obtains a UDIA-ticket from the center. The UDIA-ticket can be
unlinkably divided into a main vote and a spare vote where the main vote
contains the voter's intention for the ®rst round of voting and the spare vote is
intention attachable for the possible second round of voting.

3. Voting. Each voter derives his main vote from his UDIA-ticket, and submits the
vote to the tally center through an anonymous channel. After receiving all of the
main votes submitted by the voters, the tally center veri®es and publishes them
along with the result of the election. If an absolute-majority winner has been
elected, then the protocol terminates.

4. Re-voting. The second round of voting is performed to elect an absolute-majority
winner from the two candidates with the highest votes among all of the
candidates in previous stage. The center enables the spare votes by publishing
some messages such that each voter can derive his spare vote from his UDIA-
ticket. The voter then puts his intention into the vote and submits it to the tally
center through an anonymous channel. After receiving all of the spare votes, the
tally center veri®es and publishes them along with the result of the second round
of voting.

The details of the above four stages are described in the following subsections,
respectively.

3.1 Initialization

Initially, the tally center randomly selects two distinct large primes p1 and p2 where
p1� p2� 3 (mod 4). The center computes n� p1p2 and f(n)� ( p1ÿ 1)( p2ÿ 1). The
center randomly chooses two large integers e and d such that ed� 1 (modf(n)). It
then publishes (e, n), the subject of the election, the list of candidates, and an integer
k where k is the amount of the candidates in the election and these candidates are
numbered from 1 to k. In addition, F, G, and H are three public one-way hash
functions.

3.2 Registration

At the registration stage, the center identi®es the voters through secure identi®cation
protocols. Each identi®ed voter chooses a message m1 which contains his own
intention for the election. The voter then randomly selects four integers u, v, w, and
y, and computes d�H(F k(w) jjG k(y)) and a� (d4H(m1)(u2� v2) mod n). The voter
submits a to the center.
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After receiving a, the center randomly chooses x such that (a(x2� 1) mod n) is a
quadratic residue in Z�n [19,23], i.e., there exists an integer a in Z�n such that
a2:a(x2� 1) (mod n). The center sends the integer x to the voter.

After receiving x, the voter randomly selects an integer b in Z�n , and then
computes and submits b� ((b2)e(uÿ vx) mod n) to the center.

After receiving b, the center derives an integer t in Z�n such that

t4:�a�x2 � 1�bÿ2�d �mod n� �6�
by some ef®cient algorithms [19,23]. Hence, the integer t is one of the 4th roots of
((a(x2� 1)bÿ2)d mod n) in Z�n . The center sends t to the voter.

After receiving t, the voter computes

c1 � �ux� v��uÿ vx��ÿ1 mod n
s � bt mod n:

�
�7�

The 5-tuple (c1, m1, s, w, y) is the UDIA-ticket of the voter.

3.3 Voting

At the voting stage, the voter computes s1� (dÿ1se mod n), and then forms and
submits the main vote (c1, m1, s1) to the center through an anonymous channel. The
center veri®es the vote by checking if

s41:H�m1��c21 � 1��mod n� �8�
and then the center publishes (c1, m1, s1). The center publishes all of the other main
votes it receives and the result of the voting. If a candidate has received more than
50% of the main votes, then the candidate is the winner and the election protocol
ends; otherwise all voters keep their UDIA-tickets in their computers or devices for
the second round of voting.

3.4 Re-voting

Since no candidate received more than 50% of the main votes in the ®rst round of
voting, the second round of voting starts. The center publishes y� (sÿd

1 mod n) for
each main vote (c1, m1, s1) published in the previous stage.

The voter determines his intention m2 [ f î, ĵ g � f1, 2, . . . , kg with î 6� ĵ for the
second round of the voting where the two candidates numbered î and ĵ have received
the highest votes among all of the candidates in the previous stage.** The voter
computes wm2

� Fkÿm2�w�, ykÿm2
� Gm2�y�, and s2 � �sy mod n�. He forms and
** Since there are only two candidates in the second round of voting, we can take k� 2 in the protocol.
However, if we do so, the tally center must re-number the two candidates from 1 to 2 and publish them
again at the re-voting stage.
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Section 2.2 Section 2.3 Section 2.4 Section 3

One-round registration No Yes Yes Yes
Spare-votes enability Yes No No Yes
Votes unlinkability Yes No Yes Yes
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sends his spare vote �m2, s2, wm2
, ykÿm2

� to the center through an anonymous
channel. After receiving the 4-tuple, the center veri®es the spare vote by checking if

se
2:H�Fm2�wm2

� jjGkÿm2�ykÿm2
�� �mod n�: �9�

Finally, the center publishes all of the spare votes it receives, and then computes and
publishes the result of the re-voting. Because of only two candidates in the second
round of voting, an absolute-majority winner can be elected and the protocol ends.

3.5 Summary

We summarize the properties of the proposed election protocol as follows.

1. The proposed election protocol of Section 3 can perform a re-voting process for
the second round of voting without re-registration.

2. The tally center does not enable the spare votes until the second voting is needed
since the center does not publish y� (sÿd1 mod n) for each main vote (c1, m1, s1)
until the re-voting stage of the election protocol.

3. It is information-theoretically impossible for anyone else to derive the link
between the main vote and the spare vote derived by some voter from his UDIA-
ticket even when both of them are published in the proposed election protocol.
This will be proved in Section 4.3.

The properties of the schemes shown in Section 2 and Section 3 are compared at
Table 1.

4. Discussions

In this section, we examine the correctness, security, and privacy of the election
protocol proposed in Section 3.

4.1 Protocol correctness

We examine the correctness of the proposed election protocol of Section 3 below.

Theorem 1. If (c1, m1, s1) is the voter's main vote derived from his UDIA-ticket

produced by the election protocol of Section 3, then (8) is satis®ed.
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Proof Since (a(x2� 1) mod n) is a quadratic residue in Z�n , we have that

�a�x2 � 1�bÿ2�d �mod n�
:�d4H�m1��u2 � v2��x2 � 1��bÿ4�e�uÿ vx�ÿ2�d �mod n�
:�bÿ4�ed�d4H�m1��u2 � v2��x2 � 1��uÿ vx�ÿ2�d �mod n�
:bÿ4�d4H�m1���ux� v�2 � �uÿ vx�2��uÿ vx�ÿ2�d �mod n�
:bÿ4�d4H�m1���ux� v�2�uÿ vx�ÿ2 � 1��d �mod n�
:bÿ4�d4H�m1��c21 � 1��d �mod n�

is a quadratic residue in Z�n , too. Thus, the center can derive t such that
t4:�a�x2 � 1�bÿ2�d : bÿ4�d4�d�H�m1��c21 � 1��d �mod n�. Since s� (bt mod n)
and s1� (dÿ1se mod n), s41:dÿ4�s4�e:dÿ4�b4�e�t4�e:H�m1��c21 � 1� �mod n�: &

Furthermore, if (m2, s2, wm2
, ykÿm2

) is the voter's spare vote derived from
his UDIA-ticket produced by the election protocol of Section 3, then we have
that se

2:�sy�e:seye:ds1s
ÿ1
1 :d:H�Fk�w�jjGk�y��:H�Fm2�wm2

� jjGkÿm2�ykÿm2
��

�mod n�.

4.2 Tally correctness

The proposed election protocol is based on Chaum's blind signature scheme [6]
and Fan-Lei's blind signature protocol [9]. The dif®culty of forging a main vote
(c1, m1, s1) such that s4

1 :H(m1) (c2
1� 1) (mod n) depends on the security of

Fan-Lei's blind signature scheme, and the dif®culty of forging a triple (s2, w, y) such
that se

2 :H(Fk(w) jjGk( y)) (mod n) relies on the security of Chaum's blind
signatures. Besides, if (m2, s2, wm2

, ykÿm2
) is the voter's spare vote published at the

re-voting stage, it is intractable for anyone else to derive (m02, s2, wm0
2
, ykÿm0

2
) with

m2=m02 such that �Fm2�wm2
� jjGkÿm2�ykÿm2

��: �Fm0
2�wm

0
2
� jjGkÿm0

2�ykÿm0
2
�� (mod n)

unless F or G is invertable. Hence, if F and G are strong and the center receives two
spare votes (m2, s2, wm2

, ykÿm2
� and (m02, s2, wm0

2
, ykÿm0

2
� with m2=m02, these two

spare votes are considered to be invalid by the center because they are submitted by
the same voter.

In addition, each registered voter has to submit his main vote and spare vote
(if the re-voting stage is required) to the tally center, so that the center cannot
publish a vote formed by itself without being detected by the voters.

From the above, the tally correctness of the election protocol depends on the
security of Chaum's blind signatures [6], Fan-Lei's blind signatures [9], and one-
way hash functions [1,14].

4.3 Privacy protection

For each instance numbered i of the registration protocol in the proposed election
scheme of Section 3, the tally center can record the parameters (ai, bi) received
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from the voter who communicated with the center during the instance i of the
registration protocol. The triple (ai, bi, xi) is usually referred to as the view of
the tally center to the instance i of the registration protocol. Thus, we have the
following theorem.

Theorem 2. Given the main vote (c1A
, m1A

, s1A
� of a voter named A and the spare

vote (m2B
, s2B

, wm2B
, ykÿm2B

) of another voter named B, the tally center can derive b,
u, and v for each view (ai, bi, xi) such that

c1A
:�uxi � v��uÿ vxi�ÿ1 �mod n�

ai :H�Fm2B �wm2B
�jjGkÿm2B �ykÿm2B

��4H�m1A
��u2 � v2� �mod n� �10�

bi :�b2�e�uÿ vxi� �mod n�:

8<:
Proof If c1A

:�uxi � v��uÿ vxi�ÿ1 (mod n), we have that u:v�c1A
xi � 1�6

�c1A
ÿ xi�ÿ1(mod n). For each quadratic residue r in Z�n we de®ne that (r

1=2
mod n)

is a square root of r in Z�n where (r
1=2

mod n) has four different values in Z�n because
n is the product of two distinct primes [19,22]. By Section 4.1, s41A

:H�m1A
�6

�c21A
� 1� �mod n� and se

2B
:H�Fm2B �wm2B

� jjGkÿm2B �ykÿm2B
�� �mod n�.

If ai:H�Fm2B �wm2B
� jjGkÿm2B �ykÿm2B

��4H�m1A
��u2 � v2� �mod n�, then we have

the following derivations,

ai:d4BH�m1A
��u2 � v2� �mod n�

ai:d4BH�m1A
��v2�c1A

xi � 1�2�c1A
ÿ xi�ÿ2 � v2� �mod n�

ai:d4BH�m1A
�v2��c1A

xi � 1�2�c1A
ÿ xi�ÿ2 � 1� �mod n�

ai:d4BH�m1A
�v2��c1A

xi � 1�2 � �c1A
ÿ xi�2��c1A

ÿ xi�ÿ2 �mod n�
ai:d4BH�m1A

�v2�c21A
� 1��x2i � 1��c1A

ÿ xi�ÿ2 �mod n�
ai:d4Bv2s41A

�x2i � 1��c1A
ÿ xi�ÿ2 �mod n�

v2:dÿ4B sÿ41A
ai�x2i � 1�ÿ1�c1A

ÿ xi�2 �mod n�
v2:dÿ4B sÿ41A

ai�x2i � 1��x2i � 1�ÿ2�c1A
ÿ xi�2 �mod n�

v:dÿ2B sÿ21A
�ai�x2i � 1��12�x2i � 1�ÿ1�c1A

ÿ xi� �mod n�:

The integer (ai(xi
2� 1) mod n) is a quadratic residue in Z�n , so that

((ai(x
2
i � 1))

1=2
mod n) exists in Z�n and v also has four different values in Z�n .

Thus, if bi� (b2)e�(uÿ vxi) (mod n), we have that

bi:�b2�e�dÿ2B sÿ21A
�ai�x2i � 1��12�x2i � 1�ÿ1�c1A

xi � 1�
ÿ dÿ2B sÿ21A

�ai�x2i � 1��12�x2i � 1�ÿ1�c1A
ÿ xi�xi� �mod n�
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bi:�b2�edÿ2B sÿ21A
�ai�x2i � 1��12�x2i � 1�ÿ1��c1A

xi � 1� ÿ �c1A
ÿ xi�xi� �mod n�

bi:�b2�edÿ2B sÿ21A
�ai�x2i � 1��12�x2i � 1�ÿ1�x2i � 1� mod n�

bi:�b2�edÿ2B sÿ21A
�ai�x2i � 1��12 �mod n�

�b2�e:bid
2
Bs21A
�ai�x2i � 1��ÿ1

2 �mod n�
b2:�bid

2
Bs21A
�ai�x2i � 1��ÿ1

2�d �mod n�:
Since there must exist exactly one value among the four different values of
((ai(xi

2� 1))ÿ 1=2
mod n) such that (�bid

2
Bs21A
�ai�x2i � 1��ÿ 1=2

)d mod n) is a
quadratic residue in Z�n [22], we can derive four different values of b in Z�n
from the congruence b2:�bid

2
Bs21A
�ai�x2i � 1��ÿ1=2

)d (mod n). &

In the proposed scheme, the tally center cannot obtain the identity of any voter
from the anonymous channel on which the voter's main and spare votes are
transmitted to the center. In addition, by Theorem 2, the center cannot derive the
link between a main vote (or a spare vote, respectively) divided from a UDIA-ticket
and the instance of the registration protocol which produces that ticket. Moreover,
the integer y� (sÿd

1 mod n) is published by the tally center for each main vote
(c1, m1, s1), so that the center cannot link a given main vote to its corresponding
spare vote. Therefore, all of the main votes or the spare votes are equally likely from
the center's point of view. This is the votes unlinkability property for runoff
elections.

5. Conclusions

We have designed a UDIA-ticket scheme for an electronic runoff election with only
one round of registration. The ticket can be unlinkably divided into two votes when
the second round of voting is required, and the second vote is intention attachable
such that the voter can attach his intention to the vote at the re-voting stage.
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